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Contact: cardona.alexander@gmail.com
Background
47FARMS is:
- A web enabled cloud based solution that enables commerce between
farmers, institutional buyers and end consumers. www.47farms.com
- It is a network of virtual foodhubs that start with 7 or more farms in a 40 mile
radius
- It is designed with the premise that the future of shopping for farm inventory
is based on a close connection with the consumer and the source of his /
her food
- Reduces carbon emissions by enabling a buyer to commit to buying from 7
or more farms in a 40 mile radius
- A Safer way to buy products from farms that get traced all the way to the
field level.
Clustering
Coops and other organizations
that have the ability to aggregate
several farmers can form a
cluster of farms that can pool
their products for sale.
This enables them to form a
larger supplier base and hence
offers more choices to local
markets.
For every 7 or more farmers
spread in a 40 mile radius they
also have the option to form
clusters.
This cluster will have a unique
identifier, a name and position on
a map.
Each buyer & supplier will know
what cluster(s) they belong to.
Buyers will have the option to buy
from multiple clusters.
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Buyers also have the option to be pooled into clusters, thus forming a larger
market base. Each cluster will be assigned an administrator that is nominated by
the individual suppliers / buyers and works seamlessly in the ability to add or
remove suppliers / buyers.
Each cluster has the potential to become its own foodhub. Because it will be
interconnected via 47FARMS it will have the ability to aggregate orders from that
cluster. There are also opportunities to link with existing foodhubs.
Other nodes can be added simply by creating more clusters of farms.
47FARMS helps link other foodhubs, thereby generating a larger supplier base to
institutional buyers in their local markets. It also offers a larger market base to
existing suppliers.

Matching
47FARMS matches buyers with suppliers. Both Buyers and suppliers have the
option to create their own profiles and we will enable the ability to run algorithms
to match both types based on preferences. We will also
be able to better assist buyers that create a profile and
need assistance finding crops or products that may not
currently be available in their specific areas. We will
also help suppliers sell their crops in cases where they
may be experiencing challenges selling products in their
regional food hub.
Certification
Each farm has the option to be certified. We will enable
the certification process via a set of cloud-based tools.
Each farmer has the option to digitally map their farm,
their fields and their crops. They can use the activity
tracking functionality and publishing of their harvests to
capture more accurate inventory counts based on their
harvest activities, capture the BRIX levels of their crops
and generate reports that demonstrate reduced
dependencies on chemical fertilizers.
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More accurate inventory over time will generate a reputation for being a
consistent supplier. Higher BRIX levels allows the farmer to sell their inventory at
a premium and a demonstrated reduction of chemical fertilizer qualifies them for
selling to larger retail chains like Wal-Mart & Wholefoods.
This data will also become useful to the farmer to understand their inputs,
outputs and financial performance. It will also help them remain compliant with
food safety and product traceability initiatives as well as other requirements such
as yearly rotation of crops for organic certification requirements.
Once they are certified they will be identified as such to all potential buyers on
the platform and can potentially command a higher premium for their products
while ensuring additional safety messages around food consumption across the
markets they serve.
Food Safety & Security
During later stages we will implement product traceability functionality. This
would help ensure consumers that procure product through 47FARMS are
buying from a trusted, verifiable and traceable source. This in turn would help
ensure confidence in buyer & consumer markets.
In the spirit of providing safe, local and healthy food commerce we will provide
the technology to track any outbreaks to the field level, this will give consumers
the confidence to buy from our platform and will allow the farmer to charge a
premium rate for being compliant. It will also be a key differentiator from other
platforms available in the market today or in the future.

Any suppliers that are found to be misleading or providing low quality products as
defined by industry standards, i.e. OTIF (On Time In Full) are subject to being
removed from the platform. More specific measuring, monitoring & evaluation
procedures will be documented and published for the general public.
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Privacy
We treat data privacy with very high standards. At no point in time do we share
contact information, location information or other information that is the privacy of
the user. We do share aggregated market insights such as how many cucumbers
were bought in a season and we do share this information to benefit farmers by
informing them of the local market insights. This in turn helps buyers ensure
there is proper supply to meet their demand.
In addition, Farmers as well as buyers will have the option to remain anonymous
at any time they join the program. This functionality is there to protect the farmer
from any potential threats to their existing business.

Filtering & Searchability
Farmers will have the ability to search potential buyers
and provide inventory and pricing to meet buyer
requirements. Buyers will have the ability to search for 7
or more farms in a 40-mile radius within their location.
Other search criteria will include source type, growing
practice, and proximity to customer location, delivery
method and more.
Monetization & Giving
The farmer will be able to monetize its products in 6 key
ways:
1. Reduce dependencies on “middle man” by selling
directly to markets that want to buy local farm
inventory. These markets are comprised of
institutional buyers.
2. Institutional Buyers are: Prisons, Hospitals,
Hotels, Restaurants, Chefs, Schools, Churches
and other places of gathering or worship.
3. Capitalize on “freshness”. Farmers will have the
ability to sell products as soon as they are
harvested, thereby monetizing the freshness. We
will measure the amount of time it takes to post
the product on the platform and the time it takes
to sell. There will be incentives for the farmer and
the buyer for the shortest amount of time it takes
to sell the product.
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4. Sell excess inventory that has not sold via traditional channels
5. Advanced purchases or Pre-Sales like a CSA for institutional buyers
6. The platform will serve humane purposes like food donations to fight
hunger.
Visualization
In future phases we will enable the visualization of all customers per supplier.
Their logon id will give them a dedicated space on our servers to access their
buyers, buyer history, and buyer preferences & order status. Farmers will have
the ability to generate delivery schedules, should they want to think about
delivery services, sell inventory same day, price inventory based on quality
factors like BRIX levels or other value added services they can consider to
charge premiums on their products.

Endorsements from Farmer Organizations
We will work with farmer outreach organizations to garner their full support, we
will listen to their needs and their concerns and we will enable access for drawing
insights that can in turn be used to help farmers. For example, one organization
we are working with will have 1 administrator role that can be used to gather
information from the platform to help inform farmers on market drivers which
farmers can use to help better plan for their harvest and other farming activities
throughout various seasons. When they are called upon to help provide
recommended suppliers to a hotel chain, a prison system or a network of schools
it can leverage the platform by creating a buyer profile and desired products.
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The platform will use smart algorithms to generate a list of valid farms that meet
the criteria with easy access to pricing and the ability to source products.
47FARMS International
Any farmer, big or small, beginner or experienced has equal opportunity to join
47farms.com. Our software will be available for free to other foodhubs, clusters,
distribution companies and other organizations that want to use it to help benefit
farmers and buyers. We are also in discussions with organizations, such as
NGO’s and others to leverage 47FARMS for connecting farmers in developing
economies with local markets directly.

Benefits Summary
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Producer Benefits
• Any farmer anywhere, beginner or experienced, big or small can be part of
47FARMS.
• Any farmer or buyer can be set up as "private" or "public"
• For every cluster of 7 or more farms in a 40 mile radius we will allocate
resources to find local buyers
• Every farmer has access to set their own prices
• Every farmer will have equal benefits including local market insights enabled
by 47FARMS, training & certification, farm management and record keeping
software tools (phase 2)
• Sell premium inventory, same day inventory and sell / donate excess inventory
(phase 2)
• For farmers in need of logistical support, 47FARMS will offer assistance on a
case by case basis (phase 2)
Buyer Benefits
• Provides buyers & consumers the choice, transparency & product
traceability when sourcing from local farms
• Browse based on growing practice, product categories, farms & location
• Source from farms within a radius best suited to fit your logistical
network capabilities
• React to consumer demand by sourcing from a large and diverse farm supplier
database
• Ability to trace each product to the field level for every certified farm within
47FARMS program (phase 2)
• Automated Supplier matching, Order confirmations and returns processing
(phase 2)
• For institutional buyers in need of logistical support, 47FARMS will offer
assistance on a case by case basis
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